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ΠΕΡΙΛΗΨΗ

Το πρόβλημα απόφασης του Κοντινού Γείτονα (Νear neighbor) μελετάται είτε αυτόνομα
είτε διότι σε αυτό ανάγεται αποδοτικά το πρόβλημα βελτιστοποίησης του Πλησιέστερου
Γείτονα (Nearest neighbor). Λόγω της κατάρας της διαστασιμότητας, οι παραδοσιακοί
αλγόριθμοι δεν μπορούν να αποδώσουν σε υψηλές διαστάσεις, πράγμα που έκανε την
επιστημονική κοινότητα να στραφεί προς προσεγγιστικούς αλγορίθμους, όπου κανείς θυσιάζει
ακρίβεια για ταχύτητα. Το προσεγγιστικό πρόβλημα απόφασης στις υψηλές διαστάσεις
έχει κατά κύριο λόγο προσεγγιστεί με Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH). Για πρακτικές
εφαρμογές είναι σημαντικό να εξασφαλιστεί γραμμικότητα στην χρήση μνήμης.
Προτείνουμε μία νέα, απλή δομή δεδομένων, η οποία χρησιμοποιεί γραμμικό χώρο και
υπογραμμικό χρόνο επερώτησης ως προς το πλήθος δεδομένων, για κάθε προσέγγιση
c > 1, με γραμμική εξάρτηση στη διάσταση: με δεδομένη μία οικογένεια LSH συναρτήσεων
για κάποιο μετρικό χώρο, αναθέτουμε τυχαία ένα δυφίο σε κάθε κουβά που ορίζεται από
κάθε συνάρτηση, προσδιορίζοντας έτσι μία προβολή των σημείων στις κορυφές ενός 0/1
υπερκύβου, διάστασης lg n, όπου n το πλήθος των σημείων. Ο αλγόριθμος αναζήτησης
προβάλλει την επερώτηση σε μια κορυφή και έπειτα ελέγχει τα σημεία που αντιστιχούν σε
κοντινές κορυφές στον υπερκύβο.
Ο αλγόριθμος μας μπορεί να διασπαστεί σε μικρότερους υποαλγορίθμους (υποπροβλήματα).
Εξετάζουμε το καθένα ενδελεχώς και προσπαθούμε να βελτιστοποιήσουμε εκείνα που
εκτελούνται αρκετά συχνά ώστε να επηρεάζουν τη συνολική απόδοση του αλγορίθμου,
προσέχοντας παράλληλα να μην πέσουμε θύμα της πρόωρης βελτιστοποίησης. Για την
ακρίβεια, εξετάζουμε αναδρομικές και επαναληπτικές προσεγγίσεις για το ίδιο υποπρόβλημα
και τις συγκρίνουμε, τόσο θεωρητικά, όσο και πρακτικά. Ο αλγόριθμος μας επιτρέπει την
εκτενή χρήση παραλληλίας. Τα δεδομένα στα οποία εστιάζουμε είναι αρκετά μεγάλα για
να επιτρέψουν στη παραλληλία να δώσει μία σημαντική επιτάχυνση στο χρόνο εκτέλεσης.
Ο κατακερματισμός είναι στη καρδιά της υλοποίησης μας, πράγμα που μας κάνει να τον
εξετάζουμε προσεχτικά. Για την ακρίβεια, εξετάζουμε μια πληθώρα προσεγγίσεων για
το πώς θα αναπαραστίσουμε τα δεδομένα και τον τύπο τους, τις οποίες και συγκρίνουμε
πειραματικά, σε συνδυασμό με δικές μας υλοποιήσεις διάφορων συναρτήσεων ή υλοποιήσεων
της πρότυπης βιβλιοθήκης της C++. Παρά τη μεγάλη προσπάθεια για επίτευξη καλύτερης
απόδοσης, ο κώδικας μας έχει διατηρήσει την αναγνωσιμότητα του, το οποίο συνάδει με τη
δημοτικότητα που έχει η υλοποίηση μας στο GitHub. Αξίζει να σημειωθεί πως η υλοποίηση
μας αποτελείται από μόνο 716 γραμμές κώδικα.
Αναφέρουμε ένα σύνολο πειραμάτων σε συνθετικά και πραγματικά δεδομένα, διάστασης
μέχρι 1024 και n < 106 . Το λογισμικό μας είναι ταχύτερο από την γραμμική μέθοδο κατά
αρκετές τάξεις μεγέθους. Επίσης το συγκρίνουμε με τη τελευταίας τεχνολογίας βιβλιοθήκη
FALCONN που βασίζεται στο LSH: ο αλγόριθμος και η υλοποίηση μας είναι σημαντικά απλούστεροι,
ενώ η απόδοση του λογισμικού μας είναι συγκρίσιμη, όσον αναφορά τον χρόνο επερώτησης
και την κατανάλωση μνήμης.

ΘΕΜΑΤΙΚΗ ΠΕΡΙΟΧΗ: Υπολογιστική Γεωμετρία, Επεξεργασία Εικόνας, Μεγάλα Δεδομένα
ΛΕΞΕΙΣ ΚΛΕΙΔΙΑ: Αλγόριθμοι, Κατακερματισμός, Κοντινότερος Γείτονας, Δομή δεδομένων,
Υποδιαίρεση χώρου, Γεωμετρική αναζήτηση, Ανοιχτό λογισμικό, Πρακτική πολυπλοκότητα,
Υψηλές Διαστάσεις

ABSTRACT

Exact Near Neighbor in high dimensional spaces is a quite hard problem, because of the
curse of dimensionality, where the spaces become so sparse that known algorithms in
low dimensional spaces tend to be comparable with the brute force approach. For that
reason, the community has focused on geometric approximate algorithms, where one
trade offs accuracy for speed. Moreover, the Approximate Nearest Neighbor problem can
be reduced to that problem, which strengthens the interest in Approximate Near Neighbor.
The c-approximate Near Neighbor decision problem in high-dimensional spaces has been
mainly addressed by Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH).
While, in practice, it is important to ensure linear space usage, most previous work in this
regime focuses on the case that c exceeds 1 by a constant term. We present a new, simple
data structure using linear space and sublinear query time for any c > 1: Given an LSH
family of functions for some metric space, we randomly project points to vertices of the
Hamming cube in dimension ≤ log n, where n is the number of input points. The search
algorithm projects the query, then examines points which are assigned to nearby vertices
on the cube.
Our algorithm can be broken down to smaller, easier and more manageable subalgorithms
(subproblems). We investigate every single subalgorithm further and try to optimize the
ones that are going to execute frequently enough to affect the overall performance, while
at the same avoiding becoming a victim of premature optimization. In particular, we examine recursive and iterative approaches for the same subproblem and compare them,
both theoretically and in practise. Due to the nature and simplicity of our algorithm, parallelization can be applied, both in the preprocessing stage, as well as in the query phase.
The data we target are big enough to allow parallelization to give a significant boost in the
execution time of our algorithm.
Hashing is at the heart of our implementation, which prompts us to examine it gingerly.
Namely, we examine a plethora of approaches regarding data representation and data
type. We combine these approaches with custom-made simple, helper functions or functions provided by the standard library of C++, and compare them. Despite the huge effort
in optimizing our code, we preserve its readability, which comes along with the popularity
of our project in GitHub. Quite remarkable is the fact that our implementation amounts to
only 716 lines of code, including the extensive documentation in every file.
We report on several experiments with synthetic and real datasets in dimension ≤ 1024
and n ≤ 106 . Our software is faster than brute force by several orders of magnitude. Moreover, we compare it against the state-of-the-art LSH-based library FALCONN: our algorithm
and implementation are significantly simpler, with comparable performance in terms of
query time and storage for one of the LSH families used by FALCONN, whereas our code is
orders of magnitude faster than brute force.

SUBJECT AREA: Computational Geometry, Image Processing, Big Data
KEYWORDS: Algorithms, Hashing, Nearest Neighbour, Data-structure, Randomized tree,
Space partition, Geometric search, Open software, Practical complexity, High dimensions
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1. INTRODUCTION
The motivation behind this research field is humongous, sine the Nearest Neighbor problem is at the heart of many problems and algorithms. Especially now that Big Data have
arrived, the Approximate Nearest Neighbor problem is getting more attention, since both
the size and the dimensionality of the data grow fast. As mentioned in the abstract, the
curse of dimensionality, where the spaces become so sparse, that known algorithms in
low dimensional spaces tend to be comparable with the brute force approach. For that reason, the community has focused on geometric approximate algorithms, where one trade
offs accuracy for speed.
High-dimensional Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS) arises naturally when complex objects
are represented by vectors of d scalar features or, simply, a similarity function is given
between them. NNS tends to be one of the most computationally expensive parts of many
algorithms in a variety of applications, including Data Mining, Image processing, Computer
Vision, Knowledge Discovery, Pattern Recognition and Classification, Machine Learning,
Data Compression, Multimedia Databases, Document Retrieval and statistics [14, 25, 35,
39, 42, 43]. Large scale problems are quite common in such areas, for instance more than
107 points and more than 105 dimensions [38]. Moreover, during my Yahoo Internship,
it became far more obvious that the Nearest Neighbor problem attracts attention in the
cutting edge of technology of such a technological giant. There, a lot of research was
made on Similarity Search in Big Data. Landmarks Similarity Search had a great interest
as well, which was a bit more specialized than the generic approaches. Furthermore,
biology applications are also interested for the Approximate Nearest Neighbor problem,
as shown in Figure 1.1.
We are interested in the problem of Approximate Nearest Neighbor search in Euclidean
spaces, as well as general metric spaces, when the dimension is high; typically one supposes dimension d ≫ log n, where n denotes the number of input data points. Due to
known reductions, e.g. [23], one may focus on designing an efficient data structure for the
Approximate Near Neighbor (ANN) problem instead of directly solving the Approximate
Nearest Neighbor problem. The former is a decision problem, whose output may contain
a witness point (as in Definition 1), whereas the latter is an optimization question. Here
we trade exactness for efficiency in order to tackle the case of general dimension, where
dimension is an input parameter. The (1 + ϵ, r)-ANN problem, where c = 1 + ϵ, is defined
as follows.
Definition 1 (Approximate Near Neighbor problem). Let (M, dM ) be a metric space.
Given P ⊆ M, and reals r > 0 and ϵ > 0, build a data structure s.t. for any query q ∈ M,
there is an algorithm performing as follows:
• if ∃p∗ ∈ P s.t. dM (p∗ , q) ≤ r, then return any point p′ ∈ P s.t. dM (p′ , q) ≤ (1 + ϵ) · r,
• if ∀p ∈ P , dM (p, q) > (1 + ϵ) · r, then report “no”.
An important approach for such problems today is Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH). It has
21
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Figure 1.1: Motivation
been designed precisely for problems in general dimension. The LSH method is based
on the idea of using hash functions enhanced with the property that it is more probable to
map nearby points to the same buckets.
Definition 2. Let reals r1 < r2 and p1 > p2 > 0. We call a family F of hash functions
(p1 , p2 , r1 , r2 )-sensitive for a metric space M if, for any x, y ∈ M, and h distributed uniformly in F , it holds:
• dM (x, y) ≤ r1 =⇒ P r[h(x) = h(y)] ≥ p1 ,
• dM (x, y) ≥ r2 =⇒ P r[h(x) = h(y)] ≤ p2 .
Parallel computing is a type of computation in which many calculations or the execution
of processes are carried out simultaneously. Large problems can often be divided into
smaller ones, which can then be solved at the same time. There are several different
forms of parallel computing: bit-level, instruction-level, data, and task parallelism. Parallelism has been employed for many years, mainly in high-performance computing, but
interest in it has grown lately due to the physical constraints preventing frequency scaling.
As power consumption (and consequently heat generation) by computers has become a
concern in recent years, parallel computing has become the dominant paradigm in computer architecture, mainly in the form of multi-core processors.
In this Master Thesis, we focus on data parallelism, where we first developed the algorithm
without taking into account any parallelism, and then modified it accordingly so that it could
G. Samaras
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enjoy the advantages of parallelization. However, one should note that if it was not for
the size of the targeted data sets, parallelization could actually harm performance, since
the overhead from the housekeeping the operating system has to do for parallelization to
succeed, would be more costly - in terms of time - than the speedup one would get by data
parallelization. Since we target high dimensional spaces and data sets with big enough
sizes, our project was able to get the boost that the parallelization can offer.
Algorithms are also in the interest of this Master Thesis. Apart from the algorithms used
for constructing our main Data Structure and finding the Near Neighbor of a query, which
are heavily based on projections, we focus on a particular subalgorithm, where a recursive and an iterative approach is implemented. It is quite interesting to compare these
algorithms in theory and in practise. Moreover, this gives a good taste of exploring how
practise follows the theory, and discover the gap between them, if any.
Hashing is the transformation of a string of characters into a usually shorter fixed-length
value or key that represents the original string. Hashing is used to index and retrieve items
in a database because it is faster to find the item using the shorter hashed key than to find it
using the original value. It is also used in many encryption algorithms. The hash function is
used to index the original value or key and then used later each time the data associated
with the value or key is to be retrieved. Thus, hashing is always a one-way operation.
There’s no need to “reverse engineer” the hash function by analyzing the hashed values.
In fact, the ideal hash function can not be derived by such analysis. A good hash function
also should not produce the same hash value from two different inputs. If it does, this is
known as a collision. A hash function that offers an extremely low risk of collision may be
considered acceptable.
However, in our case we are interested in hash functions that is going to make points
that are close to each other collide, thus end up in the same bucket, which is going to be
discussed further in the next section. Moreover, we are interested in making all relative operations fast, but only those who happen frequently enough to affect overall performance.
For that reason we investigate a plethora of approaches for data organization and the data
type of representing bits. Furthermore, we combine these approaches with custom-made
compact functions or functions provided by the Standard Template Library (STL) of C++,
and compare them, in order to see which approach fits our needs better.
Let us survey previous work, where after a couple of decades Nearest Neighbor Search
remains a fundamental optimization problem with both theoretical and practical open issues today, in particular for large datasets in dimension well above 100. An exact solution
using close to linear space and sublinear query time is impossible, hence the importance
of approximate search, abbreviated NNS.
k-d trees (short for k-dimensional trees) is probably the most widely used traditional data
structure for Nearest Neighbor Search. A k-d tree is a space-partitioning data structure for
organizing points in a k-dimensional space. k-d trees are a useful data structure for several applications, such as searches involving a multidimensional search key (e.g. range
searches and nearest neighbor searches). k-d trees are a special case of binary space
partitioning trees. The preprocessing stage is O(n log n) and finding one Nearest Neighbor
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in a balanced k-d tree with randomly distributed points takes O(log n) time on average.
k-d trees are not suitable for efficiently finding the Nearest Neighbor in high-dimensional
spaces. As a general rule, if the dimensionality is k, the number of points in the data, N,
should be N >> 2k . Otherwise, when k-d trees are used with high-dimensional data, most
of the points in the tree will be evaluated and the efficiency is no better than exhaustive
search, and approximate Nearest Neighbor methods should be used instead.
A significant step into that direction is kd-GeRaF [14], where randomization techniques are
introduced to specify a set of independently constructed trees where search is performed
simultaneously, hence increasing accuracy. They omit backtracking and optimize distance
computations, thus accelerating queries. In other words, k-d Generalized Randomized
Forest (kd-GeRaF), which generalizes the k-d tree in order to perform fast and accurate
NNS in high dimensions and dataset cardinality in thousands or millions.
They employ adaptive and randomized algorithms for choosing the split coordinate, and
further randomization techniques to build a number of independent k-d trees. All trees are
searched simultaneously, with no need for backtracking. They examine alternative ideas,
such as random shuffling of the points, random isometries, leaves with several points, and
methods for accelerating distance computation. By keeping track of encountered points,
they avoid repeated computations [35].
A different hashing approach is to represent points by short binary codes to approximate
and accelerate distance computations. Recent research on learning such codes from
data distributions is very active [42]. A more general approach is to use any discrete
representation of points, again learned from data points. A popular approach is product
quantization (PQ) [25], which both compresses data points and provides for fast asymmetric distance computations, where points remain compressed but queries are not. A
powerful non-exhaustive search method inspired by PQ is the inverted multi-index [15].
There are several recent extensions, and the current state of the art in up to 109 points in
128 dimensions is locally optimized product quantization (LOPQ) [26].
Under the assumption of documents or images embedded in Euclidean space, recent advances in approximate k-means variants are revisited, which borrow their best ingredients
to introduce a new one, inverted-quantized k-means (IQ-means [27]). Key underlying concepts are quantization of data points and multi-index based inverted search from centroids
to cells. Its quantization is a form of hashing and analogous to seed detection, while its
updates are analogous to seed growing, yet principled in the sense of distortion minimization. We further design a dynamic variant that is able to determine the number of clusters
k in a single run at nearly zero additional cost. Combined with powerful deep learned representations, they achieve clustering of a 100 million image collection on a single machine
in less than one hour.
LSH was introduced by Indyk and Motwani [24, 23] and yields data structures with query
time O(dnρ ) and space O(n1+ρ + dn). Since then, the optimal value of the LSH exponent,
ρ, has been extensively studied for several interesting metrics, such as ℓ1 and ℓ2 . In a
series of papers [24, 21, 34, 4, 36], it has been established that the optimal value for the
Euclidean metric is ρ = 1/c2 ± o(1), whereas in [24, 34, 36] that the optimal value for the
G. Samaras
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Hamming distance is ρ = 1/c ± o(1).
In contrast with the definition above, which concerns data-independent LSH, quite recently
the focus has been shifted to data-dependent LSH. In the latter case, the algorithms exploit
the fact that every dataset has some structure and consequently this approach yields
better bounds for the LSH exponent. Specifically, in [5, 8] they showed that ρ = 1/(2c − 1)
for the ℓ1 distance and ρ = 1/(2c2 − 1) for the ℓ2 distance.
The data-dependent algorithms, though better in theory, are quite challenging in practice.
In [6], they present an efficient implementation of one part of [8]. Another attempt towards
practicality for a data-dependent algorithm was recently made in [9], where they presented
a new approach based on LSH forests. Typically though, data-independent algorithms,
such as the one proposed in this work, yield better results in practice than data-dependent
algorithms.
For practical applications, an equally important parameter is memory usage. Most of the
previous work in the (near) linear space regime focuses on the case that c is greater than
1 by a constant term. When c approaches 1, these methods become trivial in the sense
that query time becomes linear in n. One such LSH-based approach [37] offers query time
proportional to dnO(1/c) , which is sublinear in n only for large enough c > 1. Improvements
on practical aspects of the above result leaded to the novel multi-probe scheme for LSH
[32]. Two remarkable exceptions are the recently accepted papers [7] and [18], where
they achieve near-linear space and sublinear query time, even for c → 1+ .
In [12], they introduced the Balanced Box-Decomposition (BBD) trees. The BBD-trees
data structure achieves query time O(c log n) with c ≤ d/2⌈1 + 6d/ϵ⌉d , using space in
O(dn), and preprocessing time in O(dn log n). BBD-trees can be used to retrieve the
k ≥ 1 approximate nearest-neighbors at an extra cost of O(d log n) per neighbor. BBDtrees have proved to be very practical, as well, and have been implemented in software
library ANN.
Another relevant data structure is the Approximate Voronoi Diagrams (AVD). They are
shown to establish a tradeoff between the space complexity of the data structure and
the query time it supports [11]. With a tradeoff parameter 2 ≤ γ ≤ 1ϵ , the query time
d−1
is O(log(nγ) + 1/(ϵγ) 2 ) and the space is O(nγ d−1 log 1ϵ ). They are implemented on a
hierarchical quadtree-based subdivision of space into cells, each storing a number of representative points, such that for any query point lying in the cell, at least one of the representatives is an approximate nearest neighbor. Further improvements to the space-time
trade offs for ANN are obtained in [10].
One might apply the Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma and map the points to O(ϵ−2 log n)
dimensions with distortion equal to 1 + ϵ aiming at improving complexity. In particular,
AVD combined with the Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma have query time polynomial in
2
log n, d and 1/ϵ but require nO(log(1/ϵ)/ϵ ) space, which is prohibitive if ϵ ≪ 1. Notice that
we relate the approximation error with the distortion for simplicity. Our approach requires
O(dn) space and has query time O(dnρ ), where ρ ≈ 1 − ϵ2 /log(1/ϵ).
In [19] they present random projection trees which adapt to pointsets of low doubling di-
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mension. Like kd-trees, every split partitions the pointset into subsets of roughly equal
cardinality. Unlike kd-trees, the space is split with respect to a random direction, not necessarily parallel to the coordinate axes. Classic kd-trees also adapt to the doubling dimension of randomly rotated data [41]. However, for both techniques, no related theoretical
arguments about the efficiency of ϵ-ANN search were given.
In [28], they introduce a different notion of intrinsic dimension for an arbitrary metric space,
namely its expansion rate c. The doubling dimension is a more general notion of intrinsic
dimension in the sense that, when a finite metric space has bounded expansion rate, then
it also has bounded doubling dimension, but the converse does not hold [22]. Several
efficient solutions are known for metrics with bounded expansion rate, including for the
problem of exact nearest neighbor. In [29], they present a data structure which requires
cO(1) n space and answers queries in cO(1) ln n. Cover Trees [16] require O(n) space and
each query costs O(c12 log n) time for exact nearest neighbors.
Another line of work that achieves linear space and sublinear query time for the Approximate Nearest Neighbor problem is based on random projections to drastically lowerdimensional spaces, where one can simply search using tree-based methods, such as
BBD-trees [1, 2]. This method relies on a projection extending the type of projections typically based on the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma. The new projection only ensures that
an approximate nearest neighbor in the original space can be found among the preimages
of k approximate nearest neighbors in the projection. In the final version of this work [2],
a sublinear-time algorithm is achieved with optimal space usage. Random projections
which preserve the relative order of points have been also considered in [31].
Avarikioti, Emiris, Psarros and Samaras presented in their paper [13] a new idea that this
Master Thesis endorses. In that paper, a new random projection is again the key step,
although here we project on the vertices of the Hamming hypercube of dimension log n,
{0, 1}log n , where n is the number of input points. The projected space contains strings
which serve as keys for buckets containing the input points. The query algorithm simply
projects the query point, then examines points which are assigned to the same or nearby
vertices on the Hamming cube. This strategy resembles the multi-probe approach in the
sense that after locating the query, we start searching in “nearby” buckets. However, in
our case, nearby buckets are simply the ones which are close to each other with respect to
the Hamming distance of their keys, whereas in the multi-probe case, the nearby buckets
are the ones with high probability of success for a given query. Computing which are the
right buckets to explore in the multi-probe approach is potentially harder than in our case.
The random projection in our algorithm relies on the existence of an LSH family for the
input metric. We study standard LSH families for ℓ2 and ℓ1 , for which we achieve query
time O(dn1−δ ) where δ = Θ(ϵ2 ), ϵ ∈ (0, 1]. The constants appearing in δ vary with the LSH
family, but it holds that δ > 0 for any ϵ > 0. The space and preprocessing time are both
linear for constant probability of success, which is important in practical applications.
We illustrate our approach with an open-source implementation, and report on a series
of experiments with n up to 106 and d up to 1024, where results are very encouraging. It
is evident that our algorithm is 8.5–80 times faster than brute force search, depending
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on the difficulty of the dataset. Moreover, we handle a real dataset of 106 images represented in 960 dimensions with a query time of less than 128 msec on average. We test
our implementation with synthetic and image datasets, and we compare against FALCONN,
an LSH-based library for similarity search over high-dimensional data [6], for which we
use a “multi-probe” setting of parameters. For SIFT, MNIST and GIST image datasets,
we achieve comparable performance in terms of memory usage and query time for one
of the two LSH families used by FALCONN. Our software outperforms FALCONN when it uses
the other LSH family.
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2. DATA STRUCTURES
This section introduces our main data structure, and the corresponding algorithmic tools.
We start our presentation with an idea applicable to any metric admitting an LSH-based
construction, aka LSH-able metric. Then, we study some classical LSH families which are
also simple to implement.
The algorithmic idea is to apply a random projection from any LSH-able metric to the Hamming hypercube. Given an LSH family of functions for some metric space, we uniformly
select d′ hash functions, where d′ is specified later. The nonempty buckets defined by any
hash function are randomly mapped to {0, 1}, with equal probability for each bit. Thus,
points are projected to the Hamming cube of dimension d′ . Thus, we obtain binary strings
serving as keys for buckets containing the input points. The query algorithm projects a
given point, and tests points assigned to the same or nearby vertices on the hypercube.
To achieve the desired complexities, it suffices to choose d′ = log n.
It is observed in [17] that, for any similarity function that admits an LSH function family, the
corresponding distance function is isometrically embeddable in the Hamming hypercube,
i.e. the hypercube whose vertices have 0/1 coordinates. However, the dimension cannot
be controlled, and depends on the similarity function.
Our approach [13] is to specify a random projection from any space endowed with an
LSH-able metric, to the Hamming hypercube. Random projections which map points from
a high dimensional Hamming space to lower dimensional Hamming space have been
already used in the ANN context [30].
Let us start with an ANN data structure whose complexity and performance depends on
the LSH family that we assume is available. In Algorithms 1 and 2, we present the preprocessing and query algorithms. The parameters d′ and StopSearch will be analyzed later.
The main lemma is stated below; its proof details the data structure construction.
Lemma 3 (Main). Given a (p1 , p2 , r, cr)-sensitive hash family F for some metric (M, dM )
and input dataset P ⊆ M, there exists a data structure for the (c, r)-ANN problem with
space O(dn), time preprocessing O(dn), and query time O(dn1−δ + nH((1−p1 )/2) ), where
δ = δ(p1 , p2 ) =

(p1 − p2 )2 lge
·
,
(1 − p2 )
4

where e denotes the basis of the natural logarithm, and H(·) is the binary entropy function.
The bounds hold assuming that computing dM (.) and computing the hash function cost
O(d). Given some query q ∈ M, the building process succeeds with constant probability.
Proof. The first step is a random projection to the Hamming space of dimension d′ , for d′
to be specified in the sequel. We first sample h1 ∈ F . We denote by h1 (P ) the image of
P under h1 , which is a set of nonempty buckets. Now each nonempty bucket x ∈ h1 (P ) is
mapped to {0, 1}: with probability 1/2, set f1 (x) = 0, otherwise set f1 (x) = 1.
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This is repeated d′ times, and eventually for p ∈ M, we compute the function f (p) =
′
(f1 (h1 (p)), . . . , fd′ (hd′ (p))), where f : P → {0, 1}d . Now, observe that
dM (p, q) ≤ r =⇒ E[∥fi (hi (p)) − fi (hi (q))∥1 ] ≤
≤ 0.5(1 − p1 ), i = 1, . . . , d′ =⇒
=⇒ E[∥f (p) − f (q)∥1 ] ≤ 0.5 · d′ · (1 − p1 ),
dM (p, q) ≥ cr =⇒ E[∥fi (hi (p) − fi (hi (q))∥1 ] ≥
≥ 0.5(1 − p2 ), i = 1, . . . , d′ =⇒
=⇒ E[∥f (p) − f (q)∥1 ] ≥ 0.5 · d′ · (1 − p2 ).
We distinguish two cases.
First, consider the case dM (p, q) ≤ r. Let µ = E[∥f (p) − f (q)∥1 ]. Then,
1
Pr[∥f (p) − f (q)∥1 ≥ µ] ≤ ,
2
since ∥f (p) − f (q)∥1 follows the binomial distribution.
Second, consider the case dM (p, q) ≥ cr. By typical Chernoff bounds, P r[∥f (p)−f (q)∥1 ≤
1−p1
· µ] ≤ exp(−0.5 · µ · (p1 − p2 )2 /(1 − p2 )2 ) ≤ exp(−d′ · (p1 − p2 )2 /4(1 − p2 )).
1−p2
After mapping the query q ∈ M to f (q) in the d′ -dimensional Hamming space we search
for all (“near”
f )(p) s.t. ∥f (p) − f (q)∥1 ≤ 0.5 · d′ · (1 − p1 ). This search
) (dHamming
( vectors
′)
′
d′
d′
costs 1 + 2 + · · · + ⌊d′ ·(1−p1 )/2⌋ ≤ O(d′ · 2d ·H((1−p1 )/2) ), where H(·) is the binary entropy
function. The inequality is obtained from standard bounds on binomial coefficients, e.g.
[33]. Now, the expected number of points p ∈ P , for which dM (p, q) ≥ cr but are mapped
”near” q is ≤ n · exp(−d′ · (p1 − p2 )2 /4(1 − p2 ))). If we set d′ = log n, we obtain expected
query time
O(nH((1−p1 )/2)) + dn1−δ ),
where

(p1 − p2 )2 lg e
·
.
(1 − p2 )
4
If we stop searching after having seen, say 10n1−δ points for which dM (p, q) ≥ cr , then we
obtain the same time with constant probability of success. Notice that ”success” translates
to successful preprocessing for a fixed query q ∈ M. The space required is O(dn).
δ=

The lower bound on δ is not tight. We have used simplified Chernoff bounds to keep our
exposition simple.
Discussion on parameters. We set the dimension d′ = log n, since it minimizes the
expected number of candidates under the linear space restriction. We note that it is possible to set d′ < log n and still have sublinear query time. This choice of d′ is interesting
in practical applications since it improves space requirement. The number of candidate
points is set to n1−δ for the purposes of Lemma 3 and under worst case assumptions on
the input. In practice, this should be a user-defined parameter and hence, it is denoted by
the parameter StopSearch in Algorithm 2.
G. Samaras
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Algorithm 1 Dolphinn: Preprocessing (data structure)
input Metric (M, dM ), approximation factor c > 1, LSH family F = F (c, r), data set P ⊂
M, parameter d′ .
Initialize empty hashtable T .
for i = 1 to d′ do
Sample hi ∈ F u.a.r.
for each x ∈ hi (P ) do
Flip a fair coin and assign the result to fi (x).
end for
end for
For all p ∈ P , f (p) = (f1 (h1 (p)), . . . , fd′ (hd′ (p))).
For all p ∈ P , add p to the bucket of T with key f (p).
2.0.1 The ℓ2 case
In this subsection, we consider the (c, r)-ANN problem when the dataset consists of n
points P ⊂ Rd , the query is q ∈ Rd , and the distance is the Euclidean metric.
We may assume, without loss of generality, that r = 1, since we can uniformly scale
(Rd , ∥ · ∥2 ). We shall consider two LSH families, for which we obtain slightly different
results. The first is based on projecting points to random lines, and it is the algorithm used
in our implementation, which is discussed in Section 3. The second LSH family relies on
reducing the Euclidean problem to points on the sphere, and then partitioning the sphere
with random hyperplanes [13] .
2.0.1.1

Project on random lines

Let p, q two points in Rd and η the distance between them. Let w > 0 be a real parameter,
and let t be a random number distributed uniformly in the interval [0, w]. In [21], they
present the following LSH family. For p ∈ Rd , consider the random function
⌊
⌋
⟨p, v⟩ + t
, p, v ∈ Rd ,
(2.1)
h(p) =
w
where v is a vector randomly distributed with the d-dimensional normal distribution. This
function describes the projection on a random line, where the parameter t represents the
random shift and the parameter w the discretization of the line. For this LSH family, the
probability of collision is
∫ w
(
2
t2 )(
t)
√
α(η, w) =
exp − 2 1 −
dt.
2η
w
2πη
t=0
Lemma 4. Given a set of n points P ⊆ Rd , there exists a data structure for the (c, r)-ANN
problem under the Euclidean metric, requiring space O(dn), time preprocessing O(dn),
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Algorithm 2 Dolphinn: Query Algorithm
input Metric (M, dM ), LSH family F , data set P ⊂ M, parameter d′ , integer StopSearch,
radius r > 0, query q. (We assume that this algorithm has access to the ANN data
structure created in Algorithm 1)
output Point p ∈ P or ”no”
for i = 1 to d′ do
if fi (hi (q)) is not defined in Algorithm 1 then
Flip a fair coin and assign the result to fi (hi (q)).
else
Compute fi (hi (q)).
end if
end for
i=0
for each x in f (P ) s.t. ∥x − f (q)∥1 ≤ 0.5 · d′ · (1 − p1 ) do
for each point p inside the bucket with key x do
if dM (p, q) ≤ c · r then
return p.
end if
i←i+1
if i > StopSearch then
return ”no”.
end if
end for
end for
return ”no”
and query time O(dn1−δ + n0.9 ), where
δ ≥ 0.03 (c − 1)2 .
Given some query point q ∈ Rd , the building process succeeds with constant probability.
Proof. In the sequel we use the standard Gauss error function, denoted by erf (·). For
probabilities p1 , p2 , it holds that
∫ w
( t2 )(
2
t)
√ exp −
p1 = α(1, w) =
1−
dt =
2
w
2π
t=0
( w ) √2 1 (
( w 2 ))
erf √ −
1 − exp −
,
πw
2
2
and also that
∫ w
(
2
t)
t2 )(
√
p2 = α(c, w) =
dt =
exp − 2 1 −
2c
w
2πc
t=0
( w ) √2 c (
( w2 ))
= erf √
−
1 − exp − 2 .
πw
2c
2c
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The LSH scheme is parameterized by w. One possible value is w = 3, as we have checked
on a computer algebra system. On the other hand, w = c gives similar results, and they
are simpler to obtain. In particular, we have
( c ) √ 2 1(
( c2 ))
p1 − p2 = erf √ −
1 − exp −
−
πc
2
2
( 1 ) √2(
( 1 ))
1 − exp −
−erf √ +
.
π
2
2
. Let us define
We shall prove that, given w = c, for c ∈ (1, 2], it holds that p1 − p2 > 5(c−1)
21
( 1 )
( c )
5(c − 1)
g(c) = p1 − p2 −
= erf √ − erf √ −
21
2
2
√ (
√
( c2 ))
( 1 )) 5(c − 1)
21
2(
−
1 − exp −
+
1 − exp −
−
,
πc
2
π
2
21
c ∈ (1, 2]. Using elementary calculus, it is easy to show that g(c) is concave over c ∈ (1, 2].
. In
Also, g(1) = 0 and g(2) > 0, thus ∀c ∈ (1, 2], g(c) > 0 and consequently p1 −p2 > 5(c−1)
21
( 1 ) √2(
)
(
)
1
addition, w = c implies 1−p2 = 1−erf √2 + π 1−exp(− 12 ) < 0.64, and H 1−p
< 0.9.
2
Hence, for w = c and c ∈ (1, 2], δ > 0.03(c − 1)2 .
2.0.1.2

Hyperplane LSH

This section reduces the Euclidean ANN to an instance of ANN for which the points lie
on a unit sphere. The latter admits an LSH scheme based on partitioning the space by
randomly selected halfspaces [13] .
In Euclidean space Rd , let us assume that the dimension is d = O(log n · log log n), since
one can project points à la Johnson Lindenstrauss [20], and preserve pairwise distances
up to multiplicative factors√of 1 ± o(1). Then, we partition Rd using a randomly shifted grid,
with cell edge of length O( d) = O((log n · log log n)1/2 ). Any two points p, q ∈ Rd for which
∥p − q∥2 ≤ 1 lie in the same cell with constant probability. Let us focus on the set of points
lying inside one cell. This set of points has diameter bounded by O((log n · log log n)1/2 ).
Now, a reduction of [40], reduces the problem to an instance of ANN for which all points
lie on a unit sphere Sd−1 , and the search radius is roughly r′ = Θ((log n · log log n)−1/2 ).
These steps have been also used in [7], as a data-independent reduction to the spherical
instance.
We now consider the LSH family introduced in [17]. Given n unit vectors P ⊂ Sd−1 , we
define, for each q ∈ Sd−1 , hash function h(q) = sign⟨q, v⟩, where v is a random unit vector.
Obviously, Pr[h(p) = h(q)] = 1 − θ(p,q)
, where θ(p, q) denotes the angle formed by the
π
d−1
vectors p ̸= q ∈ S . Instead of directly using the family of [17], we employ its amplified
version, obtained by concatenating k ≈ 1/r′ functions h(·), each chosen independently
and uniformly at random from the underlying family. The amplified function g(·) shall be
fully defined in the proof below. This procedure leads to the following.
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Lemma 5. Given a set of n points P ⊂ Rd , there exists a data structure for the (c, r)-ANN
problem under the Euclidean metric, requiring space O(dn), time preprocessing O(dn),
and query time O(dn1−δ + n0.91 ), where
( c − 1 )2
δ ≥ 0.05 ·
.
c
Given some query q ∈ Rd , the building process succeeds with constant probability.
Proof. We exploit the reduction described above that translates the Euclidean ANN to a
spherical instance of ANN with search radius r′ = Θ((log n · log log n)−1/2 ). The latter is
handled by a hyperplane LSH scheme based on [17] as detailed immediately below.
Let us denote by F the aforementioned LSH family of [17]. We build a new (amplified)
family of functions Gk = {g(x) = (h1 (x), . . . , hk (x)) : i = 1 . . . k, hi ∈ F )}. Now, obviously,
for any two unit vectors p ̸= q, we have
(
θ(p, q) )k
Prg∈G [g(p) = g(q)] = 1 −
.
π
)
( ′)
(
θ(p,q)
′
′
≤ r =⇒ θ(p, q) ≤ 2 arcsin r2 = θr , which
Hence, ∥p − q∥2 ≤ r =⇒ 2 sin
2
defines θr .
(
)
( ′)
cr
′
Moreover, ∥p − q∥2 ≥ cr′ =⇒ 2 sin θ(p,q)
≥
cr
=⇒
θ(p,
q)
≥
2
arcsin
.
2
2
( ′)
( ′)
By using elementary calculus, it is easy to prove that 2 arcsin cr2 ≥ 2c · arcsin r2 =⇒
θ(p, q) ≥ c·θr . Hence, for k = ⌊π/θr ⌋ and since r′ = Θ((log n·log log n)−1/2 ) =⇒ θr = o(1),
(
θr )k
p1 = Pr[g(p) = g(q) | ∥p − q∥2 ≤ r] ≥ 1 −
≥
π
1
π
) ≥ 1+o(1) ,
≥ exp(−
(π − θr )
e
(
c · θr )k
p2 = Pr[g(p) = g(q) | ∥p − q∥2 ≥ c · r] ≤ 1 −
≤
π
1
cθr π
≤ exp(−
· ( − 1)) ≤
.
1−o(1)
π
θr
c·e
Now applying Lemma 3 yields
(
1
1
eo(1) )2
log(e)
δ ≥ 2+o(1) · 1 −
·
≥
·
e
c
1 − (c · e)−1
4
(
1 )2
≥ 0.059 · 1 −
, for c ∈ (1, 2].
c
The space required is O(dn + n(d′ + k)) where d′ is defined in Lemma 3. Since k ≪ d, and
1
d′ ≪ d the total space is O(dn). Notice also that H( 1−p
) ≤ 0.91.
2
The data structure of Lemma 5 provides slightly better query time than that of Lemma 4,
when c is small enough.
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2.0.2 The ℓ1 case
In this section, we study the (c, r)-ANN problem under the ℓ1 metric. The dataset consists
again of n points P ⊂ Rd and the query point is q ∈ Rd .
For this case, let us consider the following LSH family, introduced in [3]. In particular, a
point p is hashed as follows:
⌊
⌋
( ⌊p + t ⌋ ⌊p + t ⌋
pd + td )
1
1
2
2
h(p) =
,
,...,
,
w
w
w
where p = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pd ) is a point in P , w = αr, and the ti are drawn uniformly at random
from [0, . . . , w). Buckets correspond to cells of a randomly shifted grid.
Now, in order to obtain a better lower bound, we employ an amplified hash function, defined by concatenation of k = α functions h(·) chosen uniformly at random from the above
family.
Lemma 6. Given a set of n points P ⊆ Rd , there exists a data structure for the (c, r)-ANN
problem under the ℓ1 metric, requiring space O(dn), time preprocessing O(dn), and query
time O(dn1−δ + n0.91 ), where
( c − 1 )2
δ ≥ 0.05 ·
.
c
Given some query point q ∈ Rd , the building process succeeds with constant probability.
Proof. We denote by F the previously introduced LSH family of [3], which is (1 − α1 , 1 −
c
, 1, c)-sensitive. We build the amplified family of functions Gk = {g(x) = (h1 (x), . . . , hk (x)) :
c+α
i = 1, . . . , k, hi ∈ F )}. Setting α = k = log n, we have:
(
1 )k (
1 )log n
p1 = 1 −
= 1−
≥
α
log n
))log n
1
1
≥ 1+o(1) ,
log n − 1
e
(
)log n
c )k (
c
p2 = 1 −
= 1−
.
α+c
log n + c
≥

(

(
exp −

Hence,
p2 ≥ exp(−c) ≥
and

1
,
e · (2c − 1)

)
(
)
c
c
= exp −
≤
p2 ≤ exp −
1 + logc n
1 + o(1)
(

(
) eo(1)
≤ exp − c + o(1) ≤
.
ec
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Therefore, for n large enough, it holds that
(
)2
2
p 1 − p2
(1 − 1c )
1
log e
log e
) ·
δ= (
≥ 2+o(1) ·
·
≥
1
4
e
4
1 − e(2c−1)
1 − p2
1
≥ 0.055 · (1 − )2 ,
c
Notice that H((1 − p1 )/2) ≤ 0.91.
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3. IMPLEMENTATION
This section discusses our C++ library, named Dolphinn, which is available online 1 .
The project is open source, under the BSD 2-clause license. The code has been compiled
with g++ 4.9 compiler, with the O3 optimization flag enabled. It contains only 716 lines of
code. Important implementation issues are discussed here, focusing on efficiency.
Our implementation is based on the algorithm from Subsection 2.0.1.1 and supports similarity search under the Euclidean metric. We denote by F the LSH family introduced
above (see also [21]) and discussed in Subsection 2.0.1.1. The data structure to which
the points are mapped is called Hypercube.

Parameters.
Our implementation provides several parameters to allow the user to fully customize the
data structure and search algorithm, such as:
d′ The dimension of the Hypercube to which the points are going to be mapped. The
larger this parameter, the faster the query time, since it leads to a finer mapping of
the points. However, this speedup comes with increased memory consumption and
build time.
T hreshold Maximum number of points to be checked during search phase. The greater this
parameter, the more accurate results will be produced, at the cost of an increasing
query time.
r It is provided by the user as input. The algorithm checks whether a point lies within
a radius r from the query point.
µ, σ, w Specify the hash function h from LSH family F , by Equation 2.1. In particular, µ, σ
specify the random vector under the Normal Distribution N (µ, σ 2 ), which is multiplied
by the point vector, whereas w is the “window” size of the line partition.

Configuration.
Despite the simple parameter set, we employ default values for all parameters (except r),
which are shown to make Dolphinn run efficiently and accurately for several datasets.
1

https://github.com/gsamaras/Dolphinn
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Hypercube.
The Hypercube data structure contains its statistical information, so that it can efficiently
hash a query on arrival, by using two hash tables, that indicate the statistical choices made
upon build and the index of every associated original point. Moreover, another hashtable
is constructed, which maps the vertices of the Hypercube to their assigned original points.
This hierarchy provides space and time efficiency, and is very natural to code, because of
the simplicity of the algorithm [13] .

3.0.1 Algorithms
As discussed above, the basic idea, in simple words, is that we map every data point to a
vertex of the Hamming cube. The mapping is done via a hash function. This is the building
process. When a query arrives, we hash the query point as well, get its mapped vertex
and collect the candidate points from that vertex, i.e. the data points mapped/assigned to
that vertex during the building process.
We compute the real distances between the query and the candidate points to find a
near(est) neighbor. Of course, we can examine vertices that are close to the vertex the
query landed on, to achieve better accuracy, i.e. examining more points, thus increasing our chance of finding the true near(est) neighbor. Notice that examining more points
comes at a cost of search time, since the search algorithm has to do a significant amount
of extra work for every point.
Despite the simplicity of the algorithm, several design choices of the code had to be made,
in order to get the best performance possible. The code relies heavily on unordered maps
(hash tables), thus optimizing the related loops and actions was critical - caching was
something we focused on. On this subsection however, we will focus on how to determine
which is the next vertex to examine after the query’s vertex, by deploying two different
algorithms, a recursive algorithm versus an iterative one.
The closest two different cube vertices can get is when the Hamming distance between
them is one (recall that every vertex in the Hamming Cube is represented as a bit string).
The less the Hamming distance is between two vertices, the closer these vertices are
considered to be. However, when a query lands on a vertex, one does not know which
vertices are near to that vertex out of the blue. As a result, we use a function that takes a
vertex and computes all the vertices at a given Hamming distance.
That function should execute as fast as possible, since it’s called every time a query arrives, and depending on the configuration, may be called more than once (when we want
to examine vertices in Hamming distance 2 from query’s vertex and so on). For that reason, we investigated two algorithms that have the same goal (compute the near vertices),
the recursive; Algorithm 3 and the iterative; Algorithm 5.
Time complexity of Algorithm 3:
t(0) = 1
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Algorithm 3 Find_next_vertex (recursive)
input vertex as str, active length of str as i, exact distance as dist
if dist == 0 then
print str;
return;
end if
if i < 0 then
return;
end if
str[i] = str[i] == ’0’ ? ’1’ : ’0’; // flip current bit
Find_next_vertex(str, i − 1, dist − 1);
str[i] = str[i] == ’0’ ? ’1’ : ’0’; // or don’t flip it (flip it again to undo)
Find_next_vertex(str, i − 1, dist);
Algorithm 4 print_vertex
input vertex as str, vector as a
k = 0;
for i = 0; i < len(str); ++i do
if k < a.size() && a[k] == i then
print((num[i] == ’0’) ? ’1’ : ’0’);
++k;
else
print(num[i]);
end if
end for
t(n) = 2t(n − 1) + c
t(n) = 2(2t(n − 2) + c) + c = 4t(n − 2) + 3c
= 2(2(2t(n − 3) + c) + c) + c = 8t(n − 3) + 7c
= ...
= 2i t(n − i) + (2i − 1)c [at any step i]
= ...
= 2n t(0) + (2n − 1)c = 2n + (2n − 1)c
≈ O(2n )
However this bound is not tight, since if we charge to each printed combination the cost of
the entire call stack at the time that it is printed, the analysis can be changed. We can do
this because every invocation of F ind_next_vertex (except the two O(1) leaf calls where
i < 0, which we( could
) easily do away with) prints something. As a result, the overall
n
complexity is O( dist ∗ n).
Time complexity of Algorithm 5: Each iteration through the while loop produces a new
set of indexes. The exact cost per iteration is not straightforward, but since print_vertex
is O(n), and the remaining code in the while loop is at worst O(dist), the overall cost is
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Algorithm 5 Find_next_vertex (iterative)
input vertex as str, exact distance as dist
a[dist] = 0, 1, .. dist - 1;
while true do
print_vertex(str, a); // see Algorithm 4
for i = dist − 1; i >= 0; –i do
if a[i] < len(str) - dist + i then
break;
end if
end for
if i < 0 then
return;
end if
a[i]++;
for j =i+1; j < dist; ++j do
a[j] = a[i] + j - i;
end for
end while
O(N_INCR_SEQ(n, dist) * n), where N_INCR_SEQ(n, dist)( is )the number of increasing
n
sequences of natural
( n ) numbers < n of length dist, which is dist . As a result, the overall
complexity is O( dist ∗ n).
Consequently, both algorithms perform equally good in theory, but what about practice? To
answer that question we conducted experiments, which show that the recursive algorithm
performs better in practice, mostly because it does not need to rely that much in data
locality (recall the a vector the iterative algorithm uses to keep track of the next vertex)
and memory reads and writes.

3.0.2 Bit manipulation and Caching
Hashing is on the heart of our project, thus making sure the performance is (almost) ideal,
we have to spend enough time to check several approaches, benchmark and end up with
the best approach for our case. Throughout our numerous attempts and approaches, it is
evident that Hashing and Caching go along, as expected from theory, which leads us to
investigate data locality as well. For our purposes, computing the Hamming distance is a
very frequent task, thus focusing on that functionality was a must.
The first thing to worry about is data storage. We want to manipulate easily and rapidly
a collection of bits, and while much research is made on this topic and plenty of pro tips
exist out there, the optimal case for us was not crystal clear, which lead as to consider
four cases and benchmark. The four cases were: 1) a vector of integers, 2) a vector of
characters, 3) a vector of boolean values and 4) the bitset provided by the STL of C++.
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For the first three cases, we computed the Hamming distance in two ways: i) manually
and ii) by calling a combination of inner_product, plus, not2 and equal_to of STL. For
bitset we used the provided function named count(), which returns the number of bits in
the bitset, which lead us to the decision to not manually compute the Hamming distance
for that case.
Our experiments, as presented in Section 4, show that a vector of characters, when computing the Hamming distance manually, is the fastest approach for our case, in our machines. Possible reasons for that are that boolean values just decoy another data type and
the bitset has (by design) to support random access, which hurts performance. Moreover
an integer is bigger than a character, thus more time is needed for its treatment. As a
result, the traditionally approach of a bit string is the one we followed. Moreover, an experiment with our real project was conducted on real image data, where, again, a vector
of characters seemed like the ideal choice.
Another experiment was the data structure used for hosting our data points. A natural
approach would be a 2D vector, where every row represents one data point and every
column of that row represents a coordinate of that data point. This was our first data
structure used, but a 1D vector seemed like a good choice as well, where we have one
large row, where all the points are located in, and one knows that every d columns, the
next point appears.
Emulating a 2D vector as an 1D is (a bit) faster than using a 2D vector, because of the data
cache locality when we are accessing the points stored in that vector, which represents the
point set. However, 2D vector is a bit easier to code. As a result we used the 2D version of
our code for experimenting with different data storage choices, but the final version used
a 1D vector.

3.0.3 Efficient Distance Computation
As suggested in [14], Distance computation is the most expensive task during search in
high dimensions. To speed it up, we note that squared Euclidean distance between point
x and query q is ||q − x||2 = ||q||2 + ||x||2 − 2q T x, where ||q|| is constant, while ||x|| can
be stored for all points. Thus distance computation reduces to dot product, providing a
speed-up of > 10% in certain cases. The space overhead is one scalar per point, which
is negligible in high dimensions since all points are stored in memory.

3.0.4 Parallel Processing
Our project is subject to parallelization, both in the preprocessing stage and the search
stage. There are plenty of approaches for parallelization, but all should respect two rules:
i) every thread to do balanced work and ii) thread communication to be minimum. The
first should be respected in order to utilize all the resources, and not for example have all
the threads idle but one processing a significant heavier amount of data than the others,
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thus taking way more time to complete. The second should be respected in order for the
threads to complete their task as fast as possible, making threads communicate with each
other is translated into a costly overhead in speed.
As a result, we ended up with processing the data points in parallel when building the
Hypercube data structure, where essentially what we did was to have every thread hash
a subset of the data set, while maintaining every subset’s size equal to the others; except
maybe the last one, depending on the number of points. The data structure that lies
inside the Hypercube allows parallel insertions, thus no communication is needed between
threads, resulting in potentially linear speedup.
During the search stage the basic idea is that we examine several close-located vertices
of the cube simultaneously, thus we collect candidate points in parallel and compute the
exact distances between the original points and the query, again, in parallel. In order to get
an important speedup from this parallelization, one should be very careful; points should
be equally partitioned in cube’s vertices, so that threads do balanced work. Moreover, our
algorithm stops after examining a threshold, thus one should be careful of not violating
that condition by much.
One option would be to start examining several vertices, collecting the candidate points
and have a shared counter variable to be in place (warning: that is a shared variable, thus
reads and writes should be done in a time-costly manner) and when that global shared
variable reached the threshold, a stop signal should be emitted towards all the threads,
causing them to stop checking more points and return their results, so that the master
thread can merge them. In this case, another question is how often should a thread check
whether the stop signal is emitted/received or not, definitely not after checking one point,
but a chunk of points. The size of the chunk should be something like 10% of the points
of a vertex, but experiments should be done to be sure.
Another option, and that is our choice, is to examine a few vertices and every thread to be
allowed to freely examine all the corresponding points of a vertex, without any limitation.
On completion, and if the threshold has not yet been reached, then continue examining
more vertices. With that approach no thread communication is required, but is more conservative than the option described in the previous paragraph; if the threshold is large,
then the previous option should be faster - however, for our extensive experiments the
threshold was not big enough to make us choose the first option.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents our experimental results and comparisons on a number of synthetic
and real datasets.
All experiments are conducted on a processor at 3 GHz×4 with 8 GB. We compare with the
state-of-the-art LSH-based FALCONN1 library (4748 C++ lines of code, versus our 716 lines
of code), and to the brute force approach, focusing on build and search times. FALCONN
implements the Hyperplane LSH family [17] and the Cross-Polytope LSH family [6], which
are both designed for cosine similarity search. However, this is known to be sufficient
in the Euclidean distance case, assuming that the dataset is isotropic. Notice that such
assumptions are not required in our method.

Datasets.
We use six datasets of varying dimensionality and cardinality. To test special topologies,
the first two sets, namely Klein bottle and Sphere, are synthetic. We generate points on
a Klein bottle and on a sphere embedded in Rd , then add to each coordinate zero-mean
Gaussian noise of standard deviation 0.05 and 0.1 respectively. In both cases, queries
are nearly equidistant to all points, which implies high miss rates.
The other four datasets, MNIST 2 , SIFT and GIST 3 are presented in [25], and are very
common in computer vision, image processing, and machine learning, and Oxford CROW
features, as presented in [44], which are features that are used for deep learning. SIFT is a
128-dimensional vector that describes a local image patch by histograms of local gradient
orientations. MNIST contains vectors of 784 dimensions, that are 28 × 28 image patches
of handwritten digits. There is a set of 60k vectors, plus an additional set of 10k vectors
that we use as queries. GIST is a 960-dimensional vector that describes globally an entire
image. SIFT and GIST datasets each contain one million vectors and an additional set
for queries, of cardinality 104 for SIFT and 1000 for GIST. Small SIFT is also examined,
with 104 vectors and 100 queries. Oxford dataset contains 5063 CROW features in 512
dimensions and 70 queries.
For the synthetic datasets, we solve the one near neighbor problem with a fixed radius
of 1 and we compare to brute force, since FALCONN does not provide such a method yet.
Queries are constructed like this: Uniformly randomly pick a point from the point set and,
following a Normal Distribution N (0, 1), add a small quantity to every coordinate. A query
is chosen to lie within the fixed radius 1 with a probability of 50%. For the image datasets,
we find all near neighbors within a fixed radius of 1, by modifying our algorithm in order
not to stop when it founds a point, if any, that lies within the given radius, but to continue
until the threshold of points to be checked is reached. Moreover, we tune the number of
1

https://falconn-lib.org/
http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
3
http://corpus-texmex.irisa.fr/
2
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probes for multiprobe LSH used by FALCONN. For fair comparison, both implementations
are configured in a way that yields the same accuracy and memory consumption.

Preprocessing.
The preprocessing time of Dolphinn has a linear dependence in n and d, as expected,
which is shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Moreover, Dolphinn is observed to be competitive
with FALCONN when employing the Cross-Polytope family, but slower than FALCONN for the
Hyperplane LSH family. Table 4.6 shows representative experiments. We use different
values for the number of hash-bits, i.e. the number of bits per key (in our case d′ ). Note
that any normalization and/or centering of the point set, which is a requirement for FALCONN
in order to make the pointset more isotropic, is not taken into account when counting
runtimes.
Let us explain this performance. The main issue behind the larger building times is the
use of two hash tables which simulates the two random functions, one which maps points
′
′
′
to keys in Zd and one which maps keys in Zd to keys in {0, 1}d . Using an LSH family
′
which directly maps points to {0, 1}d would require only one hashtable, but such an LSH
family does not always exist. Nevertheless, it is probable that the two random functions
may be implemented more efficiently.

Search and Memory.
We conduct experiments on our synthetic datasets while keeping n or d fixed, in order to
illustrate how our algorithm’s complexity scales in practice. The Sphere dataset is easier than the Klein bottle, which explains the reduced accuracy, as well as the dramatic
decrease of speedup (w.r.t. brute force), since more points are likely to lie within a fixed
radius of 1, than in the Klein bottle. In general, our algorithm seems to scale well, sublinearly in n and linearly in d, as shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. In general, our algorithm
is significantly faster than brute force as expected (especially since the latter is not optimized), and scales well, namely sublinearly in n and linearly in d, as shown in Tables 4.1
and 4.2.
For ANN search, we introduce a threshold on the number of points that the algorithm
actually checks, in other words, on the maximum allowed length of the final candidate list.
While preserving a good accuracy rate (i.e. above 90%), we observe how the search time
drops proportionally to the threshold, as shown in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. We observe that
the search time grows linearly (in worst case scenario4 ), as expected, while the accuracy
increases as the threshold increases, as shown in Table 4.5. However, one should be
aware that the linear complexity depends on whether the algorithm visits empty buckets or
not. In practice, the relation between the accuracy and the threshold should be determined
by the programmer, by experimenting and finding a sweet spot.
4

negative answer for the near neighbor decision problem
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Moreover, We report query times between FALCONN and Dolphinn on the image datasets;
small SIFT, SIFT, MNIST and GIST, where the performance between the two libraries is
comparable; our software is faster in the MNIST dataset and slower in the SIFT one, while
GIST dataset performs equally good with both libraries, as shown in Figure 4.1.

Recursive VS Iterative algorithm
As discussed in Subsection 3.0.1, we need a fast algorithm to compute the vertices that are
located in a given Hamming distance from the given vertex. For that reason, we developed
two algorithms that solve this problem, a recursive and an iterative one. As discussed
above, both algorithms perform equally well in theory, but in practice the recursive one
seems to be faster, mainly because it does not use a helper vector (thus subject to data
locality and memory reads and writes), as shown in Figure 4.2.

Bit manipulation and Caching
As discussed in Subsection 3.0.2, Bit manipulation and Caching is at the heart of our
project, thus following the optimal approach for us was a must. As a result we conducted
several experiments, such as the data storage choice, which, as shown in Table 4.7 is
decided to be a vector of characters. The experiment populates our data points randomly,
following a uniform distribution, and the same philosophy is followed for our queries.
This is considered to be the preprocessing stage for this experiment. Then we compute
the Hamming distance in two ways: i) manually and ii) by calling STL functions of C++,
and report on 106 points in 102 dimensions. Moreover, an experiment with our real project
was conducted on GIST image dataset, where, again, a vector of characters seemed like
the ideal choice, as shown in Table 4.8. These experiments were conducted with a 2D
vector as the hosting data structure for our data, while computing the Hamming distances
manually.
Emulating our original 2D vector data structure for hosting our data, as a 1D vector is
something that can lead to better performance, because of the data locality. Indeed, our
experiment on the GIST image data set, showed that this different design choice in our
data structure can lead to better performance, as shown in Table 4.9.

Efficient Distance Computation
As discussed in Subsection 3.0.3, distance computation is very expensive in high dimensions, so trying to speed it up is important. We do so, by precomputing certain factors,
while keeping the memory overhead negligible and test Dolphinn in MNIST image data
set, where, as shown in Table 4.10, the difference in search time is also negligible.
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Table 4.1: Sphere dataset: build, search and brute force, when varying one of n, d.
n

105

100
1000
10000
100000
1000000

d
128
256
512
800
1024

512

build (sec)
0.053
0.092
0.168
0.255
0.321
0.0002
0.0016
0.0169
0.1683
1.6800

search (µsec)
62.37
152.3
257.1
374.1
499.6
1.001
4.924
47.72
477.0
2529

brute f. (sec)
0.006
0.012
0.025
0.039
0.050
7.5e-05
0.0004
0.0049
0.0499
0.2492

Table 4.2: Klein bottle dataset: build, search and brute force when varying one of n, d.
n

105

100
1000
10000
100000
1000000

d
128
256
512
800
1024

512

build (sec)
0.053
0.091
0.168
0.259
0.321
0.0003
0.0016
0.0169
0.1679
1.6816

search (sec)
0.0009
0.0029
0.0031
0.0056
0.0061
1e-05
4e-05
0.0004
0.0051
0.0252

brute f. (sec)
0.0061
0.0147
0.0254
0.0425
0.0513
7e-05
0.0004
0.0049
0.0501
0.2497

Parallel Processing
As discussed in Subsection 3.0.4, Dolpinn can enjoy parallel processing’s advantages,
thus both build and search stages are parallelized, resulting in faster execution; an average speedup of 2.5 in the building stage, as shown in Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7,
and an average speedup of 3 in the search stage, as shown in Figures 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11
and 4.12.
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Table 4.3: Sphere (n = 106 , d = 512) was the point set; it is shown how the number of
points that must be actually checked increases as a function of Threshold.
Threshold
search (µs)

1 100
0.64 24.5

Threshold
search (µs)

300 500 700 1000 5000 10000
73.1 110 170
260 1348
3207

10
100 1000 5000
6.688 47.78 615.2 2542

10000
7754

Table 4.4: Klein bottle (n = 105 , d = 512) was the point set; it is shown how the number of
points that must be actually checked increases as a function of Threshold.

Table 4.5: SIFT dataset: number of points actually checked affects search time (msec)
and accuracy (%), i.e. hit if Dolphinn answers correctly whether a point lies within the
radius or not.
Threshold
search
accuracy%

1
10
100
1000 10000 100000 1000000
0.0002 0.0013 0.0139 0.1884 2.707
16.73
17.75
0
0
0
0.26
7.19
80.49
100

Table 4.6: Build time (s) for 3 representative datasets; d′ is the dimension of Hypercube,
while #t is the number of hash bits, a critical parameter used by FALCONN for multi-probe
LSH.
′

#t or d
FALCONN (cp)
FALCONN (h)
Dolphinn

small SIFT
4
8
16
0.01 0.01 0.02
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.02 0.02 0.05

4
1.07
0.38
0.52

SIFT
8
1.33
0.44
1.49

16
2.62
0.72
3.33

4
8.21
1.96
4.01

GIST
8
8.44
2.47
7.98

16
18.32
3.66
15.9

Table 4.7: Data storage selection on 106 points in 102 dimensions, for computing Hamming distance; manually or by calling STL functions. Timings are in seconds. No manual
computation for bitset, since provided methods already satisfied us. A vector of chars is
the ideal choice for our case.

vector<int>
vector<char>
vector<bool>
std::bitset

Build Compute Distance Manually Compute Distance STL
3.80404
0.0322335
0.0352869
8.2e-07
8.4e-08
2.01e-07
4.34496
0.162005
0.258315
4.28947
0.00385685
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Image Datasets (Input)

0.34
0.13
0.13

GIST

2.95 · 10−3
6.19 · 10−4
5 · 10−4
1.47 · 10−2
9 · 10−3
9 · 10−3
2.49 · 10−4
8.6 · 10−5
9 · 10−5

MNIST
SIFT
Small SIFT
0
Dolphinn

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
Query Time (sec)
FALCONN (H) FALCONN (CP)

Figure 4.1: Query time (seconds) for the following three implementations: a) Dolphinn, b)
FALCONN for hyperplane LSH family, c) FALCONN for cross polytope LSH family.

Table 4.8: Data storage selection on GIST image data. Timings are in seconds. A vector
of chars is the ideal choice for our case.

vector<int>
vector<char>
vector<bool>
std::bitset

Build
3.06048
3.06015
3.07695
3.03706

Search
0.0879669
0.0834185
0.0835364
0.0934652

Accuracy (%)
91.1
91.8
90.4
86

Table 4.9: 1D vector VS 2D vector for Dolphinn, tested in GIST image data. Timings are
in seconds. The 1D case seems to perform better.

1D
2D

G. Samaras

Build
Search
3.02877 0.0811265
3.05987 0.0834185
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Find next vertex
103

T ime (sec)

101

Rec
Iter

10−1
10−3
10−5
10−7

100.5
101
Cube’s dimension

101.5

Figure 4.2: Recursive VS Iterative algorithm for finding near vertices in a Hamming cube.
The recursive approach is, on average, 1.4 faster than the iterative one. Axes are log
scaled.

Table 4.10: Distance computation comparison in Dolphinn, tested in MNIST image data,
with the traditional method VS the dot-product and squared coordinates. Timings are in
seconds. Both techniques seem to perform equally well.

Traditional
Squared co.
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Search
0.0273427
0.0274419
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T ime (sec)

Oxford Crow features Parallel Build
d′ = 5
d′ = 9
d′ = 17
d′ = 33

0.1

5 · 10−2

0
2

4
6
T hreads

8

Figure 4.3: Oxford CROW features, N = 5063, D = 512, Parallel build. For d′ , no measurement is taken for 8 threads, since d′ has to be greater than the number of threads.

MNIST Parallel Build
d′ = 5
d′ = 9
d′ = 17
d′ = 33

T ime (sec)

1.5

1

0.5

0
2

4
6
T hreads

8

Figure 4.4: MNIST, N = 60000, D = 784, Parallel build. For d′ , no measurement is taken
for 8 threads, since d′ has to be greater than the number of threads.
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Small SIFT Parallel Build
0.1

d′ = 5
d′ = 9
d′ = 17
d′ = 33

T ime (sec)

8 · 10−2
6 · 10−2
4 · 10−2
2 · 10−2
0

2

4
6
T hreads

8

Figure 4.5: Small SIFT, N = 10000, D = 128, Parallel build. For d′ , no measurement is
taken for 8 threads, since d′ has to be greater than the number of threads.

SIFT Parallel Build
d′ = 5
d′ = 9
d′ = 17
d′ = 33

T ime (sec)

6

4

2

0
2

4
6
T hreads

8

Figure 4.6: SIFT, N = 1000000, D = 128, Parallel build. For d′ , no measurement is taken
for 8 threads, since d′ has to be greater than the number of threads.
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GIST Parallel Build
d′ = 5
d′ = 9
d′ = 17
d′ = 33

T ime (sec)

30

20

10

0
2

4
6
T hreads

8

Figure 4.7: GIST, N = 1000000, D = 960, Parallel build. For d′ , no measurement is taken
for 8 threads, since d′ has to be greater than the number of threads.
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Figure 4.8: Oxford CROW features, N = 5063, D = 512, Parallel Search.
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Figure 4.9: MNIST, N = 60000, D = 784, Parallel Search.
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Figure 4.10: Small SIFT, N = 10000, D = 128, Parallel Search.
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Figure 4.11: SIFT, N = 1000000, D = 128, Parallel Search.
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Figure 4.12: GIST, N = 1000000, D = 960, Parallel Search.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have designed a conceptually simple method for a fast and compact approach for Near
Neighbor queries, and have tested it experimentally. This offers a competitive approach
to Approximate Nearest Neighbor search.
Our method is optimal in space, with sublinear query time for any constant approximation
factor c > 1. The algorithm randomly projects points to the Hamming hypercube. The
query algorithm simply projects the query point, then examines points which are assigned
to the same or nearby vertices on the hypercube. We have analyze the query time for the
Euclidean and Manhattan metrics.
We have focused only on data-independent methods for ANN. However, data-dependent
methods are known to perform better in theory. Hence, designing a practical data-dependent
variant of our method will be a very interesting next step. Furthermore, optimizing on how
to get to the next vertex to examine, when a query arrives shall give a boost in the performance of our search algorithm.
Finally, as discussed in Subsection 3.0.3, distance computation is one of the most expensive tasks in a high dimensional space, thus speeding it up is crucial. We moved towards
that direction already, but we believe that further speedup can be achieved, if we take into
account that we could determine which point (x, y) is closer to a query (q) by checking the
sign of |q − x|2 − |q − y|2 , since what really care is comparison between the points and the
query, not the actual distance.
Using the squared norm this becomes |x|2 − q T x − |y|2 + q T y = |x|2 − |y|2 − 2q(x − y).
The latter takes n additions/subtractions for x − y, n multiplications between the vectors,
n additions/subtractions for inner product. Whereas, what we described in Subsection
3.0.3, ||q − x||2 = ||q||2 + ||x||2 − 2q T x, takes n multiplications between the vectors, n
additions/subtractions for inner product (and as many for |q − y|). Hence for comparisons
2n additions/subtractions, 2n multiplications. As a result the former saves n multiplications
and would be interested to be used in the future.
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ABBREVIATIONS - ACRONYMS

NN

Nearest Neighbor

NNS

Nearest Neighbor Search

ANNS

Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search

DOLPHINN

Dimension reductiOn and LookuPs on a Hypercube for effIcient Near Neighbor

k-d GeRaF

k-d Generalized Randomized Forest

FALCONN

FAst Lookups of Cosine and Other Nearest Neighbors
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